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Chapter I 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Over the centuries, human beings have attempted to facilitate 
their work and to increase their productivity by using tools 
and machines to accomplish their tasks. Collectively, these 
attempt are referred to as "MECHANIZATION". ". > A 
comparatively more recent development process has been trying 
to increase the extent to which machines can function by 
themselves with little contribution from muscle or brain, a 
process which was defined in the 1940's as lIautomat ionl!. (t~) 
At first, automation was mainly applied in factories in the 
productive and quality control processes for the purpose of 
increasing efficiency and reduc i ng production cost. 
Nowadays, however, automation has assumed a broader and more 
accurate definition "It is not a case of replacing people 
with machine. It is rather a redirection of skill to 
maintaining and monitoring automated equipment and performing 
more quality assurance than previously possible.'s, 
1) Einzing, Paul, The E~onomic Consequences of Automation, 
Seckn and Warburg, 1956,pp 25-30. 
2) ibid, pp 45-56 
3) ibid, pp 75-86 
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Statement of the Problem 
Office technologies have evolved considerably over the past 
few decades, and great improvement both in product and prices 
have been subsequently realized."Technology is becoming a 
survival issue in service industries like banking, brokerage, 
and sale. If you do not use the available technology to 
supply the same or better services as your compet i tOl- you 
cannot win in the market pIa n • II ( £1-) Nowadays it iSllot a 
question of whether to automate an office or not, but rather 
how. However, a particular system's technical capabilities 
are not enough to ensure increased competitiveness. To fully 
realize automation benefit, a good working relationship 
between the employees and the system adopted must be 
developed. 
Statement of the Purpose 
The commercial and service sectors in Lebanon consitute an 
important segment of the economy. According to 1977 
statistics, these sectors contibute respectively 28.3% and 
4) "Information System for Tomorrow's office," 
Fortune, October 15, 1984,pp 13 
/ 
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23.4% to the Lebanese GOP. Moreover, a large portion of the 
Lebanese labor force is employed within these sectors. Each 
of the four sector enumerated transportation & communication 
financial services, insurance, real estate and commerce, 
business 
financial 
services, and personal services, and especially the 
services sector, involve a good deal 
I work. It can therefore be deduced that a larger 
of o-f-fice 
port i on o-f 
the 
tha t 
labor force in Lebanon is involved in office work, and 
the human issues related to automation in 
Lebanon are also worth considering. 
Performance Objectives 
The objective of this study is to explore the available 
technologies in Lebanon. The degree of their deployment, and 
their potential implications and effects on both 
environment and the labor structure and behavior. 
the office 
/ 
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Chapter II 
DEFINITION AND EVALUATION OF OFFICE AUTOMATION 
This cha~ter will define what is Office Automation, how each 
author perceives it, and what is the best definition for it. 
In addition, to the evaluation, appl ication and 
technologies of office automation. 
Definition of Office Auto~~~ion 
According to Einzing, automat ion 11 ••• is not a case \of 
replacing people with machines, it is rather a redirection of 
sk ill s to main training and monitoring automated equipment 
and performing more quality assurance than previously 
possible." (1.) Also he states that "Automation is a 
technological method that tends to reduce current production 
costs in terms of man-hours per unit of output ll (l:~). 
According to Einzing, Office automation is a new technology 
through which cost can be reduced, production will increase 
and management will have a better control over the whole 
1) Einzing, Paul, The Economic Consequences Of Automation, 
Seeker and Warburg, 1956,pp 14. 
2) idib, pp 21. 
/ 
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organization .. Also office automation doesn't mean to replace 
people by machines, yet it provides the machines for the 
employees as a productivity tool with the aim of enhancing 
his or her performance. In contrast, office automation has 
been defined by Sandor Soichet as the " utilization of 
Technology to improve the realization of office function".'·' 
The term "function" here is not used in the sense of a task 
or a narrowed activity; it is "a major and on-going activity 
whose accomplishment satisfies an operating goal of an 
organization". c.t~.) " Just as a factory processes tangible 
products, the office like the factory, must throw out a 
tangible product".(~) Information output, for instance, can 
take many tangible forms: printed reports, graphics 
presentations, written reports,verbal communications, 
correspondence communications, or electronically conveyed 
messages. '6' The type of the output varies according to the 
degree of automation. 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
Sandoir, SOichet, I'Social 
Perspectives on Computer 
2, 1979, pp 76 
Impact of Office Automation," 
and Society, Final Paper, July 
Sandoir, Soichet, 
Perspectives on 
July 
"Social Impact of Office 
Computer and Society, 
2, 1979,pp 
Automation, II 
Final Paper, 
105. 
" The Information 
1984,pp 56. 
Trail," Information Systems,April 
ibid, pp 
6 
Sandor Soichet believes that office automation is the 
restructuring of the ways and methods by which information 
whether documents or ideas are communicated within an 
organization. 
This restructuring is built around the best available and 
most efficent information technologies. such as reports 
/ 
(word-processor), memos (electronic ma i I) and 
forecasting(spreed sheet). The aim of all this is to achieve 
efficient communication that contributes to the realization 
of the organization objectives. 
According to Zeisman "office automation refers to the 
applicatiorls of computer technology, communications 
technology, systems science and behavioral sCienCE! to the 
vast majority of less structured office funtions which have 
not been amenable to the traditional data processing 
technology.!. (7') However, office automation does tend to be 
confused with computerization or data processing. 
Computerization is only one fact of the overall scope of 
office automation, which cOVers several technologies other 
than computers, a simple example being the telephone. Tasks 
are eventually computerized in the automation of an office, 
but initially there is an attempt to coordinate and integrate 
the particular office's functions as a whole, and then the 
system is automated. 
7) Zisman, Michael D., "Office Automation Revolution or 
Evolution? ," Solan Management Review,Vol. 19, No.3, 
spring 1978,pp 66. 
/ 
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Again according to Sandor Soichet, the nature of most 
electronic data processing (EDP) activities is operational 
and structured. Office Automation however must involve a 
wider variety of tasks for it deals also with semi or 
unstructured tasks. Whereas EDP is mainly concerned with 
producing reports of structured activities, in an office 
automation user system there is interaction, and human 
communications play an important role in the success of the 
overall automation process. 
By now it is clear that there is more to office automation 
than the initial concept the term implies to most people; i.e 
the introduction of EDP facilities into the work place. For 
office automation is the integration of widely descriptives 
to acheive a smoothly running, highly productive, and cost 
efficient business environment. It can take many forms. Some 
of these are: 
the providing of easy access to communication links 
within an office, simplest form of which is an intercom 
telephone system, as well as with the world outside. 
a well conceived and efficient information filing 
system like using indexed and catalogued filing. 
the arrangement of the office layout with the aim of 
facilitating and speeding the flow of work when many 
people are involved at one stage or another in the 
accomplishment of a task. 
/ 
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providing a pleasent workplace for employees to boost 
their productivity and prevent fatigue, 
decoration, furniture, facilities. 
eg. Ii gh t i ng , 
Of course computers have been employed to provide for many of 
the above, especially in the areas of filing, communication, 
and document handling. But the extent of computer usage 
should not be a gauge of the degree of office automation. 
They are rather an efficient tool in implementing the overall 
concep t. 
For example computers provide the capability of being locally 
and remotely networked to other computers, thus making 
communication of documents and ideas easier and faster. They 
can process words and figures quite efficiently using word 
processors and electronic spread sheets. They ·can store 
information for stuctured and easy retrieval when needed, 
something known as data base management systems in the 
computer field. Finally, computers fit quite nicely into the 
overall picture of an organized and systemized office. Since 
they easily lend themselves to the idea of an overall 
strategy, one doesntt have to sacrifice integration of 
functions to attain the full services computers can render. 
Different applications can be modules within a complete 
system that insures data portability between different 
func t ions, thus furthering the idea of efficient 
communication. 
/ 
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is at the center of a technological 
revolution taking place within offices everywhere, a 
revolution fueled by rapidly increasing costs and eMpanding 
volumes of information. 
Office automation is not really about flashing light, the 
executive console and conversing computers." It's not just 
about shopping with one vendor in perference to another. It 
is concerned with an appraisal of what an office is for, how 
yours works, where the critical operations and the high cost 
are, and how the operations of the office can be improved or 
amennded the better to fit our requirements."'·' 
Jh~ Evolution of Office Aut~~at!Qn 
According to Zeisman , an organization passes through four 
stages of growth as its use of information systems matures. 
1- Initiation: In the first stage, applications of office 
automation cover mainly structured tasks such as test and 
data processing. They are mostly chosen on a cost-justified 
basis to reduce labor costs and save time in performing 
repetitive tasks. 
8) J arr e t t , Denn i s i , -,-T-,-h,-,e~_-,E~l-=e,",c~· t"-,-r-"o,-,n-,--,-i=c __ .=O'.lf_f,-,-i-,,c,-,e~, 
1987,London,pp 124. 
Grower, 
/ 
/ 
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2- Expansion: during this stage, the success of a"utarnat ion 
in the basic structured task wi II make the demand for 
automation grow rapidly. this unplanned growth creates 
chaos an~ organizational problems. Nevertheless, 
is still that of tasks mechanization and 
automation, 
work. 
addressing secretarial and 
not of 
not 
the stage 
functions 
3- Formalization Here, planning for automation is 
formalized and given more importance. there would be a shift 
towards integrating applications and facilities into more 
cohesive systems. The process of automation begins to address 
the more unstructured tasks of office processes. 
4- Maturity By this stage, all disturbances caused by 
changes would have settled. The system begins to work 
problems and more profitable applications. 
management should not consider this situation as static 
the 
wi th 
yet, 
but 
rather adjust constantly to the rapidly changing 
technologies. 
11 
Office Automatio~ Applications and Technology 
Office automation can be classified into five categories: 
/ Communication, information storage/retrieval, ana 1 yt i ca I 
tools, 
tools. 
test preparation and editing, 
Communications 
and personal support 
Currently, the most advanced office system is electronic mail 
which can take one of several forms. the oldest method is 
the telex which is a comparatively slow transmission of 
electrical messages. A facsimile is a more advanced piece of 
equipment that behaves like a remote copies and permits 
transmission of a replica of a document aver telepllOrJe 
channels. 
Recently many organizations have taken advantage of the 
advances in communication technology to integrate their word 
processing 
employees 
or computer stations, thus providing their 
wi th 
capabilities. 
fac iIi tated . and 
on-line data or test communications 
Even voice communication is greatly 
improved today with the modern digital 
systems and multifunctional telephone. 
/ 
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Ultimately 
integrated, 
voice, picture, and data communication will be 
giving rise to the IIpaperless society". One 
example already in use in teleconferencing, which permits 
managers to confer remotely, thereby producing savings in 
time, cost and energy expanded commuting or traveling. 
Information Storage and Retrieval 
Micrographics <microfilms and microfiches) is a growing and 
relatively not expensive technology for archival storage and 
retrieval. It allows for the storage of condensed copies of 
the original data or test on microfilms, saving space and 
freeing the office from paper files. 
A more sophisticated and dynamic form of data storage is a 
computer data base system, perhaps more expensive than 
micrographics, but it offers quick access and retrieval of 
information, factors critical to effective decision-making. 
However, it should be pointed out that these on-line systems 
can be quite a wast of instrument where dynamic information 
processing is not required. A new technological inv£~ntion, 
computer output microfilm, has partly solved this problem. 
COM combines both technologies, digital processing and 
/ 
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micrographics it operates by means of computer output 
Signals which are sent to a CRT rather than a printer, and 
the image is reduced by a lens system and focused onto a 
microfilm. The concept of COM has been combined or 
integrated wi th other system so that on-line COM, 
intelligent COM, distributed COM, laser recording COM and 
graphic COM are now available. 
Analytical tools 
The computer represents the main analytical tool. Personal 
computers and distributed processing computers are now 
storming the business office.In addition to main frames, 
which are the oldest and largest type of computer, smaller 
computers are gaining more importance as they are becoming 
more powerful and yet less expensive than mainframes. Sma 11 
computers can be divided into three categories 
a- Minicomputers,I'which are used primarily as procEssing 
tools by sophisticated users who develop usually their 
own software for specialized applications.""" 
b- Small business computers which come with general purpose 
appl ications software, high-level programming languages 
and a high degree of manufacture distribution support. 
c- Desktop or personal computers which are characterized by 
low prices and availability through retail store outlets. 
9) Krevolin,Nathan,Communication Systems and 
the modern Office,premtice-Hall, 1983, 
Procedures for 
N.J.,pp 342. 
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Although these three categories appear to be seperate , they 
have boundaries that are becoming increasingly vague. For 
example, manufacturers are now producing superminis large 
enough to handle the high input/output and large business 
data bases of mainfranles. 
Generally, computers offer speedy and cheap data processing 
capabilities. It is a powerful decision support system when 
programmed with the appropriate decision analytical model, 
enabling managers to consider and analyse various alternative 
scenarios. 
Text PreQEration and Editing 
The oldest technology of test preparation and editing is the 
typewriter. The first typewriter was invented more than two 
hundred years ago and many improvements have been added over 
the years. Nowadays, the word processor, 
typewriter with a screen monitor, is threatening to replace 
the classical typewriter as the basic office equipment. 
The first word processor developed was simply a typewriter 
with limited memory for only a single typed page. It lacked 
both a display and communications. Now the users have choice 
between the electronic typewriter, or word processing 
workstations in which the system's memory is invariably 
distributed among terminals and controllers. 
I 
! 
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Word processors offer speedier document creations, faster 
ed it i ng , improved document quality, rapid information 
retrieval, and now most of the existing wD,-d processors are 
equiped with communication capabilities. 
Personal Support Tools 
Some of these office tools, like desktop calculators and cash 
/ , register, have been widely accepted and used through the 
stages of mechanizations. 
" With the age of automation, they retained their importance 
as an integral part of an office system rather than as 
independant units.·'(j·l~) 
For the. most part, OA systems are blind i.e, they deal wi th 
words, numbers, and tones, but rarely with images. It is the 
copier that permits p'roduction and distribution of 
replicated images of documented business activities, and it 
is to be found now in every business office. Modern copiers 
have a microprocessor-based control system allowing users to 
monitor the office copier~s operations remotely. They also 
offer higher resolution through a retrofitting of a new 
imaging technique that produces better than plain paper 
copies, enlargements or reduced copies of originals. Copier 
technology has been interfaced with computer printers to 
produce printouts of unstored documents. 
10lFinn,Nancy,THE ELECTRONIC OFFICE.Premtice-Hall, 1983,N.J., 
pp 45 
/ 
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Another important office tool is the dictating machine with 
the non up-to-date models becoming smaller, lighter and 
easier to use. Manufacturers, nowadays, offer a computer 
based, centralized dictation system accessible by telephone, 
it makes use of voice synthesis to answer cables and to 
record messages. 
Office Automation and Human Resources 
The introduction of office automation affects the human 
elements. As an agent of change, it wi 11 
resistance at different organizational 
different intensities. OA 
generate employee 
levels and with 
than the simple 
introduction of new technologies; it may potentially lead to 
a full restructuring of the work environment, 
requirements, requiring new labor skill, 
creating threats of unemployment. 
changing job 
and possibly 
Do the benefits derived from OA justify the cost and threats 
involved? Answering such a question may be irrelevant today 
as OA has become imminent with the increasingly competitive 
business environment which are relying more heavily on 
advanced technologies. 
/ 
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With OA, many organizational and behavioral issues arise, 
some of which are peculiar to the Lebanese environment. such 
issues relate to the extent of OA applications in Lebanon, 
the conception of OA prevailing among Lebanese managers, the 
technologies available in the Lebanese market, and the level 
of employees involved in the planning, control and 
implementation of OA systems in Lebanese firms. 
The human issues also depend on the following questions 
How does OA affect the working environment or the job 
structure? Is employee behavioral resistance of any major 
concern to top manfgement? Has OA led to any unemployment or 
work displacement? Are new skills being required for the 
same job as a result of using the technologies? In general, 
when and how are OA technologies being used, and in what way 
is the labor force in Lebanon being affected and reaction to 
its use? 
A final important note is that most Lebanese firms are 
family-owned with the structures being greatly influenced by 
the lebanese political,and sectarian forces. With such a 
contrast to the institutional systems of industrial world, 
the human implications of OA in Lebanon could be expected to 
differ from these experienced in the industrial countries. 
18 
Chapter III 
SUPPLIER'S PERSPECTIVE OF OFFICE AUTOMATION 
Suppliers affect a market by means of the variety of products 
they offer and the marketing strategies they adopt, and they 
affect the product user's attitude by means of the support 
and maintenance services they are prepared to provide. For 
///' 
example, a supplier who promotes a new product with an 
aggressive marketing strategy that couldinclude, 
for instance demonstrations and after-sale service, will 
both familiarize a potential purchaser with the product and 
encourage him to buy it. 
This section studies briefly the lebanese market and the 
incentives offered by its suppliers of OA technologies, it 
describes also the user's attitudes to OA techn~logies and 
the problems hindering the expansion of these technologies in 
Lebanon, as perce i ved by , the supp Ii ers and based on the i r 
experience with the users. 
The information included in this section was obtained from 
brief interviews with four Lebanese suppliers: Computeknix, 
/ EI-Haceb, lsticharat, and a consultant who preferred to 
remain anonymous~ 
· . 
~ 
/ 
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Available Technologies 
The OA technologies market can be divided into two main 
parts: Hardware and Software. Some suppliers provide both. 
With respect to hardware, OA technologies can be categorized 
into three main groups : 
1- Office equipment, which includes desktop calculators, 
cash registers, photocopiers, and word processors. 
2- Computer systems 
3- Communications technologies"', including telex machines, 
private automatic board exchange like telephones and 
interphones, and telefax copiers.<a> 
With respect to software systems, it is to be noted that 
consulting constitutes an essential part of the OA industry. 
To automate an office it is not enough to acquire the 
necessary hardware needed. It is important to undertake a 
1) The voice and data transmission service in Lebanon is a 
totally public one. Like all other public sectors in the 
actual circumstances in Lebanon, it suffers from 
inefficiency and the fighting has caused major damage to 
it. 
2) A detailed list of the above technologies and 
suppliers is given in Appendix (A). 
their 
/ 
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planning process before this acquisition. Studies should be 
done upon the types of technologies but suited to the 
company's needs, the way of introducing them, and the order 
in which tasks should be automated. 
However, in my opinion consultancy services, the usage of 
which is outlined above, do not really exist in Lebanon. 
There does exist some good local software firms but their 
SUCCess has been limited to the development, programming and 
implementation of tailored software for mostly structured 
activities such as accounting and payroll systems. 
Su~~ort Services 
Most of Lebanese suppliers provide training for client's 
employees. 
training 
Some have training centers, 
at the client's company. 
while others provide 
Few also provide 
preliminaty studies before installation of any equipment to 
define user's needs. Provision of spare parts and maintenance 
is almost totally monopolized by the suppliers of the 
respective equipment. 
Software systems suppliers affirms that they always provide 
up-to-date revisions of the software they write for their 
clients, and may even assist in recreuiting for their EDP 
department. 
-21 
The software house generally define an important problem 
faced by both themselves and the users as one of no-
standardizaton of software systems because of the different 
procedures of work adopted by firms in the Same business. As 
a result, constant training and smooth change in EDP 
personnel are required to ensure continuous maintenance and 
development of the existing software systems. 
Hopefully, such problems may be eased in Case of accounting 
with the government's new standard accounting regulations. 
The Lebanese government has now set standard norms and 
procedures for accounting , "Le Nouveau Plan Comptable" and 
requires all companies to standardize accordingly their 
accounting programs. 
Marketing ~t;rategJes 
Based on the interviews conducted, it appear·s tha t the 
marketing strategies adopted by the Lebanese suppliers are 
not very sufficient. The suppliers complain of the lack of 
/ User education, but don't appear to make a great effort to 
help the users to improve 
Computeknix's strategy is 
their knowledge. 
to contact only 
For example, 
people already 
familiar with the technologies. 
A second problem arises with the manner in which suppliers 
handle inventory. Certain suppliers do not even maintain 
stock with country in order to avoid technological obsolences 
/ 
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and to always offer up-to-date systems. But because of the 
conditions in Lebanon, these 
frequent delays. Other who 
sometimes, to avoid carrying 
suppliers 
keep 
obsolete 
are 
stock 
stock, 
faced with 
domestically 
dump old 
technology on the market to accomodate newly developed 
systems. This marketing strategy leaves the Lebanese market a 
step behind the more advanced markets. 
User's Attitudes 
Ar::cording to suppliers, user's resistance to OA is caused by 
the lack of suitable technical education which is reflected 
in low productivity and a passive attitude towards 
institutional commitment. In most case, this passive attitude 
is also contributed to buy the obvious lack of concern on the 
port of the employee for the employee's opinions. 
At the managerial I eve I , suppliers reported that the 
manager's attitudes and primitive perceptions of computers is 
an important element in the buying decisions. For instance, 
managers tend to go sometimes for the computer with the 
biggest processing and storage capacity, even if it is not 
needed. Such an attitude leads usually to system 
industrialization. 
I 
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User's Problems 
The suppliers defined two main problems that the user faces 
when introducting DA. Firstly the security situation in 
Lebanon discourages investments such as these needed for 
acquiring sophisticated DA technologies, and secondly the 
infrastructural technical deficiencies, such a~ electricity 
shortages and inadequate communications, constitute a major 
obstacle for the deployment and integration of business 
information networks. Frequent electricity shortages require 
additional 
inadequate 
investments in stablizers, UPS, etc ... while the 
telecommunications network prevents network 
integration of the establishment of real on-line systems. 
This section was condisered crucial to the study's analysis. 
Some causes of the negative effects of OA on users may 
include poor choice of technology or poor implementation. 
Some may be rel~ted to the supplier's market approach to the 
users, and therfore the' cooperation of the suppliers be 
needed in order to arrive at an appropriate solution for the 
user's problems. 
24 
Human Issues In Office Automation 
Office work is labour intensive, the office employee 
being the center of the office. This part concentrates on 
defining the human issues that are pertinent to OA, and which 
are assumed to represent the best indication of its 
implications on personal and human behaviour in Lebanon. 
Employee's Attitudes 
Employee attitudes is one of the most important factor 
determining the success of the implementation of OA non 
participation workers can defeat the whole purpose of the 
process to attempt to increase labor productivity and 
employee corporation and support is certainly instrumental 
toward achieving OA abjectives. While their attitudes may 
vary from enthusiasm to full resistance, nevertheless they 
depend on sevp.ral factors. 
1. Involvement in the Decision of ~utomation. In most 
cases, when employers offer their employees a say in the 
decision involved in office automation and the process of 
implementation, this offer will act as a challenge to the 
employees. ,This challenge wi 11 be an incentive that will 
./ 
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ensure employee participation and cooperation. At the same 
time, the employmee's involvement will familiarize then with 
the concept. of OA, its objectives and the technologies in 
use, thus rendering them more productive and efficient. 
2 Education. It is a debatable point whether the user's 
level of education is an important factor affecting their 
attitudes towards automation. According to Ellis, 'ISome 
opinions affirm that a more educated employee is usually more 
ready to accept innovation, while others argue that the users 
attitudes are not related to their level of education, but is 
a function of age and character".'·' However, wha tis 
certain is that suitable reeducation of employees, that is, 
offering then lecture and training sessions, will help in 
making then adopt a favorable attitude towards automation. 
3 Employee Job Level. Employees at the clerical level 
have structured jobs requiring modest skills that can be 
pr6vided by a considerable number of people in th. labor 
market . 
3) Ellis, 
198't. 
Clarence A,Office Information System, 
pp-
June 25, 
23. 
/ 
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However, managers, particularly top-level, are not so easily 
available since a good manager needs, besides his managerial 
skills, good knowledge of the institutions with which he is 
working. Moreover, mangers play an important role in the 
decision for automation and the methods of impl~mentation. 
These two factors will contribute to the lower-level employee 
feeling his job more threatened by the introduction of 
automation, and this will subsequently lead to resistance. 
4 L~centive System. Employees will favor the automation 
process if they perceive that it is a good opportunity for 
the time of promotion. This can be realized if, at 
introduction, management includes in the objectives of 
automation the reliief of the employees from routine tasks so 
that they will be freee to deal with more interesting tasks. 
Also, job promotional and monetary incentives such as bonuses 
or a rise in wages may be encouraging. these incentives, plus 
patience and support from manager, are necessary to overcome 
resistance, 
routine. 
especially when it is cuased by an attachment to 
of 
5 
OA 
Planning And Phased Implementation. 
and its implementation all in one 
The introduction 
step, without 
detailed preliminary studies, will result in disorganization, 
and an increase in work and inefficiency .. 
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Employee's resistance in this case, may be the indicator of 
the existence of real problems. Management should prepare for 
the introduction of GA, by setting carefully studied short, 
medium, and long term plans strategies (Financial, personnel, 
organizational, technical etc •.. ) and implementation programs 
to meet the firm's stated objectives. Follow up is an 
essential requirement for successful implementation to ensure 
: the realization of the GA benefits, for better control, 
effectiveness and employees responsiveness. 
The Employment Effect 
The trade-off between labor and capital investment in the 
office is viewed as a potential threat leadinCI to 
unemployment at office level and in the society as a .. hole. 
/ According to Harmin, ( ...... ) there are three major types of 
employment impacts to examine: 
1- The disemployment effect, since the structural change 
in production brought about by the automation will 
reduce the demand for human labor. 
2- The employment effect of automation which will create 
jobs or increase the demand for labor (for every 
industry or firm destroyed a new one may appear, and 
expanding opportunities in information-related 
activities will more than offset jobs lost to more 
productive electronic equipment). 
4) Harmin, Robert D. ," The information Economy 
Resource, IIEconomic L'lli":!dct_, 
: An infini te 
No. 37. 
/ 
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3- The supply effect the information revolution will 
affect the supply side of the labor equation. Teaching 
machines, televised university courses and interactive home 
terminals will greatly increase the quality of the labor 
force. The changes may lead to reduced work hours, increased 
holiday time, early retirement, and a withdrawal of part of 
the population from the labor market.,m. 
Another opinion on the employment effects states that OA 
creates no unemployment on the global level, but rather the 
changes brought about by it will be in the types of jobs 
performed and not in the number of people employed i.e. there 
will be displacement of the labor force. 
The Productivit~ Effect 
The rate of productivity of employee after OA is implemented 
is a function of the degree of planning, the manner of 
implementation and the level of education of the managers. 
Careful introduction and implementation by well-informed 
managers of the appropriate technologies in the office should 
lead to an increase in productivity. In contrast, when the 
introduction is implemented haphazardly it will result in 
chaos and a decrease in productivity. 
5) Harmin, Robert D. ," The information Economy 
Resource, "Economic .l!!liLact, No. 37. 
An infinite 
I 
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Job Description And Satisfaction 
The importance of the job description and the status of the 
job constitute a source of pride for the employee who, when 
enthusiastic about his job is much more productive. For some, 
office automation threatens status and job responsabilities. 
For example, an employee's status may change from an 
accountant to a computer operator, the job will loose its 
importance to the employee, becoming meaningless and 
unrewarding. Another example is the employee of the isolated 
computer center whose job will no more provide him with the 
privilege of controlling the flow of information after the 
change to an on-line system in the office. 
Seme employee, however, look at OA as a source for more job 
satisfaction and new opportunities. They will regard their 
jobs as less mechanical and more challenging. The attitude 
will depend greatly on the type of employee. The latter point 
of view will be that of the creative and ambitious type, 
while the former point of view will 
creative and passive type of employee. 
represent the les 
According to Louis H. Mertes,"OA makes work more abstract 
requiring more judgements than mere calculations and simple 
thinking. This will lead to the emergence of two types of 
/ 
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workers: on the one hand the paper shafflers who need their 
job to be stl'uctured and who will feel useless because of 
automation, and on the other hand, the creative people who 
will use the added time to search for new interests."'·' 
The Communication Effect 
The largest divisions of OA technologies are communications 
technologies. Thanks to such things as electronic mail, 
telephones, teleconferencing, communications have become a 
lot easier and swifter. The clarity of the information 
produced eliminates the need for time-consuming meetings. 
Video conferencing, for example has solved the problem of 
length trips. 
However, a serious human issue is raised here, caused by the 
fact that communications technologies eliminate human or 
personal contact. Employees may experience an increased sense 
of social isolation since they become deprived of socializing 
in their work environment. This feeling of isolation may also 
be' a source of work alienation for the employees. Moreover, 
some managers, deprived of the face-to-face contact, will 
feel that they no longer control the work of their 
subordinates. 
6) "The Information Trail", 
1984,pp 156 
Information Systems, April 
./ 
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Organizational Effec~ 
The change in job qualifications and types of employees 
needed, and the decrease in the amount of clerical work done 
by humans will no doubt entail some change in the classical 
organizations structure. According to Zuboff, "with 
information technologies, managers will do a variety of tasks 
that others once did for them. Because of this, we are 
likely to see a gradual shift in the overall shape of the 
organization from pyramid to something closer to a diamond 
shape with a diminishing clerical support staff, swelling 
number of professionals and middle managers, and a 
continually more remote, elite, policy making groups of 
senior manager ll .. < ....... ) 
Another organizational issue raised is whether automation 
wi 11 mean delegation of manager's work to their 
subordinates. Some argue that managers, because of the 
clarity and accuracy of the reports produced, will be able to 
delegate more work. They will maintain authority only at the 
very important decision-making level, without any decrease in 
their managerial control since all information will be 
directly available to them at any time they need it. As Simon 
states, .. management will change from work pushing and 
expediting, to planning and systems thinking " 
7) Zubm<f, Shoshana, "New Worlds Of Computer-Mediated Work," 
Harvard Business Review,September-October, 19B2. 
8) Sandior, Soichet, "Social Impacts Of Office Automation," 
Pe,-sQectives on Co~~ter ~d Societ~, Final Paper, July 
2, 1979, pp 76. 
I 
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However, another opinion states that managers will never be 
able to overcome their lack of trust in their subordinates 
and will have more work to do and more reports to read since 
they want to have full control over every decision taken in 
their office. 
In Lebanon, no tall the issues described are pertinent. 
However, prior to examining these issues it is important to 
specify 
way the 
the "automation stage" in the lebanese companies the 
technologies are introduced and the d i ·fferent 
employee reactions. Delegation of work, for instance, may be 
an important issue since the lebanese organization of work is 
usually highly centralized and lebanese managers are not 
inclined to delegate authority. 
Another important issue is the question of job description 
since the lebanese employee is very sensitive to his status 
at work. In contrast, an issue that may not be very relevant 
is the communications effect since the lebanese 
infrastructure does not allow for the installations of real 
one-line systems or sophisticated systems such as 
teleconferencing. 
/ 
/ 
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Chapter IV 
METHODOLOGY, OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS 
In order to obtain feedback from the companies operating in 
Lebanon, field work was undertaken to study the effects of 
OA on personnel in Lebanon. This chapter describes the 
methodology of the survey conducted, and the major 
observations. 
MethodQlQg~ 
There exists a wide variety of Lebanese firms, and each one 
presents a different background for office automation with 
respect to 
distribution, 
information 
the 
and 
about 
type of business, size, employee 
detailed background. 
these various 
Collecting 
business through the 
distribution of a structured questionnaire was judged to be 
the best way to serve the objectives of this study. This 
method of data collection was considered preferable to other 
methods such as calls, which are impersonal and do not allow 
for elaboration of details. It is also prefereable to 
informal 
mention 
personal interviews, which allow the respondent to 
important characteristics peculiar to his business, 
but tend to be time consuming for both the respondent and the 
the interviewer. 
/ 
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Sample §election 
The selection of Lebanese firms for the sample was made with 
the objective of including both the banking and the non-
banking secto~s. In fact, it has been observed that the 
banking sector constitutes the largest most expanding 
division in the Lebanese services sector. 
A large number of business firms and nonprofit 
organizations were contacted to test the possibility of 
obtaining responses to the questionnaire. The number of 
businesses that indicated willingness to respond were 
twenty-five. They included thirteen banks and one or two 
representative organization from each of the following sector 
auditing, trading and manufacturing, oil, insurance, 
commerce, conglomerates, and university education. Table 
(l) shows a general description of the firms. 
Limitations 
The' difficulties faced in this study are not peculiar but 
are, according to past experience in research work, common to 
all field studies in Lebanon. Such difficulties include: 
i 
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TABLE 1 
DESCRIPTION OF THE gAMPE 
, 
I 
I NUMBER OF BRANCHE NO. OF EMPLOYEES NO. OF DEPARTMENT CAPITAL L.L 
I SECTORS 
, 0--5 6-10 > 10 0·-50 51-150 > 150 1-5 6 - 10 > 10 1-25 25-50 
BANKS: 1 X X X 
2 X X X X 
3 X X X X 
4 X X X X 
5 X X X X 
6 X X X 
/ 7 X X X 
B X X X X 
9 X X X X 
--
10 X X X X 
-
11 X X X X 
12 .( X X X 
-
13 X X X X 
UNI VERS. 1 X 
--
2 X 
INSURANCE X X X X 
. 
TRADE. 1 X X X X 
2 X X X X 
-
3 X X X X 
OIL CO. X X X X 
COMM. CO. 1 X X X X 
2 X X X X 
AUDIT • CO X X X 
SERVICES X X 
-
CONGLOMER X X X 
, 
, 
/ 
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The difficulty of covering all Lebanese territories 
to security reasons. 
due 
b) The attitude of many Lebanese managers who consider 
answering such a questionnaire is a wast of time. 
Alternatively they may be unwilling to reveal any 
information whatsover about the business. 
c ) The difficulty of arranging meetings with managers 
without the assistance of a third party known to the 
managers. 
Thses limitations described above may have created some 
constrain in the results obtained. These results tend to 
describe the banking sector in Lebanon rather than the 
services sector generally since banks constitute a majority 
in the sample chosen. For this reason, institutions surveyed 
were divided on the basis of 
banks. 
two categories: banks and non 
Another limitation brought about by the variation in the 
position of the respondents. A middle manager may diagnose 
the cause for employee's attitudes differently than an EDP 
manager, while a general manager may place all the blame for 
any disorganization in work on the employees. Morever, a 
general manager may tend to describe his company as a 
perferct environment and its introduction of alltomation 
immensely successful, an EDP or middle manager may be more 
realistic and honest in his answers. 
/ 
/ 
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Conducting the Survey 
The position of the respondent varied from that of the head 
of the EDP department in some firms, to a middle-level 
manager in others. In two firms, only it was possible to get 
the general manager to answer the questionnaire himself. This 
variation was due to the fact that the questionnaire was 
to be answered by any qualified person available at the time 
of the interview. 
After explaining the objective of the study and any questions 
which could perhaps create some confusion, the questionnaire 
was left 
However, 
with the respondent for a period of ten days. 
it was found that a second and sometimes a third 
visit was necessary in order to ensure tha t the 
questionnaire was answered. In some firms, it was possible to 
conduct a brief interview with the respondent 50 that 
additional and more detailed information was obtained. 
Description Questionnaire 
The questionnaire is divided into two main parts. (1) The 
objective of the first part is to supply informaton 
pertaining .. A second objective of this descriptive section 
is to determine if there exists a relationship between the 
different characteristics of the business and the effects of 
OA. 
f 
I , 
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a) The bac~ground of the organization, namely the type of 
the organization, number of its branches and number of the 
employees. 
b) The kind of technologies in use is obtained by inquiring 
about hardware, and software applications they use , 
kind of communication system and any other office 
equipment that is related to OA such as typewriter, copier 
etc .... 
c) The driving force behind the OA is its use of global 
attributes such as productivity, efficiency, 
competitivness, organizational such as control, necessity, 
or economices in terms of cost and time saving. 
d) The selection criteria to introduce OA at their premises, 
;e what criteria is determined for the purchase decision: 
price, storage capacity, or support 
e) Benefit and costs ratio, in terms the benefits that could 
be provided by applying OA Would it be performance, 
productivity, or better organizational system? And 
'what problem are incurred from introducing OA ? Would 
it be that the large capital invested in OA is not 
justified by the benefit OA offers? 
f) The application they use; accounting,marketing or 
planning. Who is responsible for the OA? Is it the end 
user o~ outside server? And what department use the OA 
planning, marketing, or accounting? 
/ 
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The second part of the questionnaire has also two objectives. 
The first objective is to describe the method of 
introductlng G.A, and the employee's reactions to this 
introduction. The second objective is to study the effects of 
this introduction on the quality and quantity of work at two 
levels: clerical and managerial. 
the following. 
It included questions about 
a)How were the employees introduced to technologies ? Does 
the application of the new system require heavy training, 
or new skilled personnel? What was the reaction of the 
personnel ? Was it resistance to change or acceptance? 
B) What happened to the size of personnel in the department? 
Larger or smaller? What were the changes on the jobs 
after G.A? More assignments, less paper work, or new 
created jobs? How did OA affect the work and attitudes? 
Better work, More commitment or less work alienation? 
c ) Do managers feel that OA give them more control, more 
work, or nothing changed? What about the communication 
between managers and their subordinates,has it been 
reduced or increased? 
l)A copy of the questionnaire is attached as appendix ( B ) • 
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Observations And Analysis 
This part is based on the findings from of my questionnaire 
as well as the researcher personal observations. Tabulation 
and analysis of results will be undertaken in this section, 
quantitatively as well as qualitatively. 
Concept of Office Automation 
The results obtained revealed a lack of awareneSs of the 
meaning of OA among Lebanese users. They all stressed the 
objectives of OA, that is speed, effectiveness, etc ... , 
without elaborating on the process itself.In addition, the 
majority of the respondents confuse OA with mechanization. 
They define it as the use of methods, machines and 
technologies in the office to increase production, save time, 
improve work and decrease costs(Table 2). Many of the 
respondents also limited OA in Lheir answers to 
computerization. The only technology they mention, in fact, 
is computers. For example, the head of the EDP department 
of a bank stated that " OA is let t i ng the computer handle 
different kind of jobs to increase productivity, efficiency, 
and performance." 
An exception, where systems and integration of funcitons was 
/ 
mentioned, was from the head of the planning department in a 
conglomerate. He defined OA as a" computer based systems 
intergrating office functions (hardware, software, human) and 
allowing for ease and timely access to information by all 
concerned." 
;. 
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TABLE 2 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
OBJECTIVE OF OFFICE AUTOMATION 
OBJECTIVES Banks Non Banks 
NO. y. No. Y. 
SPEED 3 24 2 18 
TIME 2 15 1 8 
ACCURACY 2 15 1 8 
MORE PRODUCTIVITY 2 15 3 25 
EFFICINCY 2 15 1 8 
COMPUTER I ZATI ON 1 8 3 25 
LOW COST 1 8 1 8 
TOTAL 13 100 12 100 
L 
Total 
No. Y. 
5 20 
3 12 
3 12 
5 20 
3 12 
.. -
4 16 
2 8 
25 100 
/ 
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We can ascertain from the responses that the Lebanese users 
still have a long way to go before succeeding in implementing 
OA as long as the users needs and systems's integration are 
not given the necessary technologies as the only importan~ 
part of automation. The only problems he expects to face are 
technical one, and his ignorance of the need for integration 
and the importance of the human factor will ultimately 
create organizational and human problems that he will not be 
equiped to handle. 
Application Of Office Automation 
The functions and tasks for which OA technologies are used 
constitute further proof that OA in Lebanon is still at the 
mechanization stage, not only conceptually but also in 
practice. 
samples. 
Tables (3) show the technologies used by the firms 
Technologies have been intoduced in the structured functions 
of accouting and data filing for all firms, and in marketing 
for the commercial firm and oil distributor (Table ( 4) • The 
only firm that reported the use of the relatively more 
sophisticated applications was the conglomerate. If i t is 
permitted to draw any conclusion from the experience of one 
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Table 3 
TECHNOLOGIES IN USE BY OFFICE AUTOMATION 
Computer system Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
MAINFRAME 
(SUPPER MINI) 9 15 - - 9 7 
.-
MINICOMPUTERS 15 26 5 7 20 16 
MICROCOMPUTERS 34 59 64 93 98 77 
TOTAL 58 100 69 100 127 100 
--
Table 4 
APPLICATIONS USED BY OFFICE AUTOMATION 
IAPPlications Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
ACCOUNTING 13 40 9 41 22 40 
FINANCE 8 24 1 't 9 16 
MARI<ETING 1 3 3 13 4 7 
PRODUCTION 2 6 5 23 7 13 
DATA ANALYSIS 9 27 4 19 13 24 
TOTAL 33 100 22 100 55 100 
/ 
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the firms, one may say that an educated environment and a 
clear conception of OA provides a good background for a 
and rapid implementation.It was observed successful 
employees are predominantly university graduates with an 
average age in the late twenties. 
The Lebanese users' 
conception of its 
application of OA is similar 
technology oriented and not 
to his 
systems 
oriented. He uses a typewriter, a copier, or computer (Table 
5', as independant units without combining them in an 
integrated set. Moreover, their use is not introduced on the 
level of the firms as a whole, but rather is limited to 
certain departments, and structured functions and tasks. All 
the users of OA technologies are incorporating them mainly 
the departments where automation can be cost Justified and 
not necessarily where it is most needed in acl,ieving the 
overall objectives of the firm. 
Here, also, the conglomerate proved to be an exception for 
it is the only firm in the sample where the planning, and nct 
the accounting department (Table 61, was the first department 
where automation was applied. We may say that the fact the 
employees of this firm have the highest average level of 
education among all the firms of the sample could have helped 
them to see the wider scope for automation, and to integrate 
it in their future plans instead of regarding it as a 
solution for their timely needs. 
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Table :5 
OFFICE EQUIPMENTS USED IN OFFICE AUTOMATION 
Office Equipment Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
TYPEWRITERS 108 59 70 63 178 70 
WORDPROCESSOR - - - - - -
COPIERS 32 17 41 37 73 30 
FACSIMLE 44 24 - -
TOTAL 184 100 111 100 251 100 
~ 
Table 6 
DEPARTMENTS APPLYING OFFICE AUTOMATION 
DEPARTMENTS Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
E.D.P 13 31 7 35 20 32 
./ PLANNING 5 12 3 14 8 13 
MARKETING 3 7 1 4 4 6 
FINANCE 8 19 1 4 9 14 
ACCOUNTING 13 31 9 43 22 35 
TOTAL 42 100 21 100 63 100 
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Introduction of Office Automation 
The appropriate way of introducing OA to employees is one of 
the important factors that will ensure success in 
implementation and avoid human problems. However, in the 
Lebanese firms, the method of introduction is not given .the 
importance it deserves (Table (7) and (8». Only two firms 
reported some concern about their employees' opinions during 
the decision for automation. In one bank, the middle managers 
participated in the discussion, while in the conglomerate, a 
brief and informal survey was conducted to study employee 
reaction~ 
The ~mRloyement Effect 
The employment effect of office automat\on or, mare 
accurately, of office mechanization in most of the sample 
firms is mainly a displacement in the labor force. However, 
this does not necessarily mean that we have a whole shift in 
··f 
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Table 7 
INTRODUCTION OF OFFICE AUTOMATION 
METHODS USED Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
IMPOSED BY EXECU 4 20 - - 4 1 1 
LECTURE 7 33 4 23 1 1 29 
EXPLAINED BY EXEC 7 33 9 54 16 ',2 
PROMISE OF IMPROV 3 14 4 23 7 18 
TOTAL 21 100 17 100 38 100 
Table 8 
.' 
REQUIREMENT FOR THE NEW SYSTEM 
APPLICATIONS Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
HEAVY TRANING 3 13 2 12 5 12 
SOME TRANING 7 30 8 45 15 38 
NEW SKILLED PERS. ·4 17 2 12 6 15 
OUTSIDE CONSULT. 9 40 5 31 14 35 
TOTAL 23 100 17 100 40 100 
/ 
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labor from one industry to another. In fact, the effect is 
much more modest; the shift reported by the sampled firms 
were just interdepartmental (Table (9). This was the most 
observed effect. 
According to the respondents (Table 10), the reduced paper 
work per employee and the changes in work procudures brought 
about by the introduction of automation resulted in 
overstaffing in some departments which, in turn, necessitated 
the transfer of some employees to other departments. Th is 
effect was largely observed in the firms which have istalled 
their systems at a relatively early date. The firms with more 
recent systems did not report the occurrence of any change. 
If we try to study the three employment results described by 
Harmin, (,.) we can say that automation in Lebanese firms is 
having a supply effect, i.e, an increase in the quality of 
the labor force, even if in a small proportion. The training 
and lecture provided with the introduction of DA, no matter 
how few, are increasing the quality of the labor force. 
Another major cause for this increase in the fact that 
employees are witnessing rapid technological changes taking 
place all around them. For example, eight firms in the sample. 
I) Collins, Frank & Moors, Tom, "Microprocesser in the office 
a study of resistance to change "Journal of Systems 
Management, November 1983, page 63-75. 
/ 
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Table 9 
EFFECT OF OFFICE AUTOMATION ON EMPLOYMENT 
EFFECT Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. % No. % No. % 
HIRING NEW EMPLO 4 25 3 28 7 26 
REDUCION OF EMPLO - - - - - -
SHIFTING OF EMPL. 9 57 6 54 15 55 
/ NO CHANGES 3 18 2 18 5 19 
TOTAL 16 100 1 1 100 27 100 
Table 10 
CH~\NGES IN JOBS AS A RESULT OF OFFICE AUTOMATION 
TYPE OF CHANGE Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. % No. % No. % 
MORE ASSIGNMENTS 7 59 3 75 10 63 
PAPER WORK REDUCE 5 41 1 25 6 37 
NEW JOBS - - - - - -
NOTHINGS CHANGE - - - - - -
TOTAL 12 100 4 100 16 100 
/ 
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are using OA technologies for test editing and production 
(Table 11), and clerical staff are using these technoligies. 
This means that there is a great improvement in the quality 
of the average secretary or typist. She is becoming more 
efficient and productive. This supply effect should be also 
influencing the "Future labor force", that is, the new 
university and school graduates who are more technology 
oriented. For example, computer schools and computerized 
programes are becoming more and more popular. 
The second impact of OA described by Harmin in the 
disempployment effect, that is, a decreased in the demand of 
labor (1'.:1). from the responses obtained we observe that no 
one firo. in the sample reported a decrease in the numbers of 
employees. This could have two reasons, first the tradition 
or fear of not laying off unproductive employees, and second 
the fact that we are still at the first stages of OA and thus 
more rather than less employees are needed to cope with new 
work proceedures. 
2) Collins, Frank & Moores, Tom," Microprocesser 
off i ce: a Study of res i stance to change. "Journa I of 
Management , November 1983, page 85,90 
in the 
Systems 
...• ~ 
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Table 11 
TASKS THAT ARE USED IN OFFICE AUTOMATION 
TASKS Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
_. 
TEXT EDITING 4 20 4 20 8 20 
MESSAGE FILING 2 10 2 10 4 10 
DATA FILING 9 45 5 25 14 35 
CALENDERING - - - - - -
STOCK CONTROL 5 25 9 45 14 35 
TOTAL 20 100 20 100 40 100 
/ 
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With respect to the third impact of the employment effect, 
the new expanding opportunities for information related jobs, 
we can say that it was observed on a very limited scale since 
some firms did hire more employees. ~Iowever, this effect, 
described by Harmin as more employment for the whole 
economy, is not very likely to be observed in Lebanese firms 
at the time when the Lebanese econ~my continues its declining 
/ 
trend, making any kind of expansion very risky. This 
likelihood is increased due to the fact that Lebanon does not 
have any industris producing OA related technologies. 
Job Satisfaction and Description Effects 
In two cases" the respondents who reported higher job 
satisfaction as a consequence of GA; they were only one bank 
and the trading company. With the exception of one bank which 
complained of resistance (Table 12 ) and one firm manager 
r~porting employees indifference, all the firms sampled 
i , reported that their employees became well adapted to the 
system after its implementation. This adaptation was 
attributed to the fact that OA created a better quality of 
work with a decrease in time. However, the writer believes 
these results are not enough to create higher job 
satisfaction. A more positive at~itude comes with a certain 
environment of or some incentives. 
\ 
" • .'i 
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TAbla 12 
EMPLOYEE REACTIONS TO OFFICE AUTOMATION 
--
REACTIONS Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. r. No. r. No. r. 
--
RESISTANCE 8 66 2 28 10 52 
ACCEPTANCE 3 25 3 44 6 31 
!--
ENTHUSIAMS 1 9 2 14 3 17 
TOTAL 12 100 7 100 17 100 
I 
I , 
i 
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This may be illustrated by the cases of the two firms 
reporting higher job satisfaction. The trading company was 
the only firm whose employees did not face problems at the 
time of the introduction of OA, but another factor that 
helped create a sense of satisfaction was the small number of 
employees involved. This seems to produce a cooperative 
environment that facilitates the success of any change. The 
second exceptional case was the only bank in the sample to 
offer promotion to its employees based on success in their 
work (Table 13). Another important observation in both these 
exception, is the fact that management did delegate work to 
lower level employees after implementation of ~A. 
As for the second effect, that of job description we may 
deduce that the jobs were not subject to meaningful changes. 
No increase in responsability was registered since very few 
were the managers who reported any delegation in decision-
making. Added to this is the fact no sophisticated new skills 
were r-equired since OA is still at its first stage. 
Employees had only to learn the basic rules about working 
with a terminal. For exampple secretaries learned to work on 
word processors instead of working on a typerwiter. All the 
rules complicated tasks were the reponsibility of the EDP 
department staff. 
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Table 13 
INCENTIVES USED WITH OFFICE AUTOMATION 
INCENTIVES Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. y. No. Y. No. Y. 
---
PROMOTION 3 33 2 29 5 31 
BETTER WAGES 4 44 2 29 6 38 
NOTHING - - - - - -
JOB EVALUATI ON 2 23 3 
-
42 5 31 
TOTAL 9 100 7 100 16 100 
/ 
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Management Role in Employee'~ Reaction 
A major deficiency in the manner of introducting OA is the 
inadequacy of the explanations and training provided. The 
results showed that, in most of the firms, employees were 
just asked to work on the technologies because it was a high-
level decision. These respondents reporting the use of 
lecture complained that they were not extensive enough. 
Still, even these brief lectures and the simple fact that the 
reasons behind the decision for automation were explained 
were enough to raise enthusiasm among employees. 
If we relate the answers to the question on the method of 
employees' introduction to OA technologies with the answers 
to the question on managers' opinions concerning the cause 
for employees' resistance, we find that although most 
respondents seem to be aware that employees ignorance of the 
new technologies is the chief reason behind their resistance, 
they make the technologies, thereby overcoming this 
resistance. 
These rMsults may lead us to lay part of the blame on 
managemerlt for any employee resistance. The answers to the 
question concerning employees' attitudes after introducting 
OA seem to confirm this opinion since most of the firms 
reported that employees becamee well adopted to the systems 
after a certain time, i.e., after they become familiar with 
the technologies. 
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Furthermore, the answers to the part concerning consequences 
at the managerial level stressed the traditional attitude of 
the Lebanese manager (Table 14) Although the majority of 
managers admitted a better flow and control of information, 
most of them reported non delegation of work. This fact will 
probably reflect itself in the employee's attitudes, for the 
introduction of OA will not bring new challenges to the lower 
level employees, and it will fail to raise any feeling of 
enthusiasm among them. The' absence of employee's 
participation in decision-making is also not allowing for any 
organizational effect that OA might have in bringing about a 
meaningful change in the job responsibility or in the level 
of decision-making. 
Another observation was made concerning the changes in the 
communication between managers and their subordinates (Table 
15) • The majority of the respondents said that communication 
was reduced because of the clarity of reports produced. this 
may help in giving the employees more freedom and making them 
1eel more reponsible. However, in most firms this decrease in 
communications was not accompanied by an increase in 
delegation. This leads to the negative effect of an employee 
feeling a loss ofself-importance because automation does not 
increase his reponsibilities while at the same time, decrease 
his contact with his superiors, both previously being 
important avenues for an employee to show his good work, 
thereby increasing his chances for promotion. 
-j 
, 
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Table 14 / 
CONSEQUENCES AT THE MANGERIAL LEVEL 
Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. r. No. r. No. r. 
MORE CONTROL 7 70 6 100 13 81 
MORE WORK 3 30 - - 3 19 
NOTHING - - - - - -
TOTAL 10 100 6 100 16 100 
Table 15 
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN MANAGRERS AND THEIR SUBORDINATES 
Banks Non Banks Total 
NO. r. No. r. No. r. 
REDUCED 7 64 4 40 11 53 
INCREASED 4 36 3 30 7 33 
NOTHING - - 3 30 3 14 
HAS OTHER FORMS - - - I- - - -
TOTAL 1 1 100 10 100 21 100 
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General Effects of OA ~ Work 
The implementation of OA had some positive and some negative 
effects on the firms. Most of the firms reported an improved 
performance, productivity, efficiency and effectiveness. 
Almost all of them realized better work in a shorter period 
of time. Six firms in the sample said that their paper work 
was reduced and employees were assigned other jobs, that is, 
their emplLyees were performing an increased number of 
activities. Another positive effect was the fact that a good 
number of firms succeeded in overcoming confusion, thus 
realizing better organization at work. Some of the firms even 
succeeded in creating better motivation among their 
employees. 
I 
, The positive effect of OA was very important in the 
communications between employees and managers. Attributable 
to the use of the technologies was the production of clearer 
reports and a better cbntrol of the flow of information 
which, in turn, allowed managers and employees to avoid time-
/ 
wasting meetings. 
It was encouraging to realize also that none of the firms 
complained of unjustified investment. In all firms, in spite 
of the problems faced, management did not consider the 
investment in OA technologies as a loss and they felt the 
results obtained were worth the amount of monetary 
investment (Table 161. 
j 
j 
J , 
, 
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Table 16 
BENIFITS FROM OFFICE AUTOMATION 
BENEFITS Banks Non Banks 
NO. y. No. Y. 
INPROVED PERFORMANCE 7 26 2 12 
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY 6 22 2 12 
INPROVED EFFICINY 5 18 4 26 
INPROVED EFFECTINESS 4 15 4 26 
4 15 2 12 
BETTER ORGANIZATION 
PERSONNEL MOTIVATION 1 4 2 12 
TOTAL 27 100 16 100 
/ 
Total 
No. Y. 
9 21 
8 18 
9 21 
8 18 
1---
6 14 
3 8 
43 100 
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An important limitation o~ the OA technologies was the 
problem of implementing and developing relevant software. 
I This problem is the result of the different procedures of 
work, a probably the fact that the users themselves, in most 
of the cases, cannot define clearly and accurately their 
needs. this problem, and the other problems faced by the 
users (some complained of disorganization at work and of some 
confusion) are caused obviously by the lack of careful 
planning before the introduction of OA technologies. This 
problems was very obvious in the case of firms whose choice 
of technological brands was based according to what in their 
international branches or heaquarters, and then had to face 
different problems because the hardware or software chosen 
did not fulfill the needs of the Lebanese firms. 
Relationship between ~uture of Business ~nd Automa~ion 
The banking sector in Lebanon is the largest division of the 
se~vice sector, and it has been experiencing a growth trend. 
Most of the banking firms have a maximum of three branches, 
but some have up to twenty-seven branches with two or three 
located even in one area. Moreover, banking operations 
, require a good deal of paper work. These factors make office 
automation· a necessity in banks that aims at growth, or even 
controlled where growth has been lately obstructed by the 
harsh economic conditions. 
/ 
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The Lebanese bank manager appear to be generally aware of 
this fact since the answer showed that banks, regardless of 
their size and the number of their employees, are investing 
in OA equipment smuch more then firms involved in other types 
of business. 
The amount invested is not' the only factor . that 
differentiates OA in banks and OA in other firms, but also 
the effects of OA on employees and performance of work is 
another major point. Banking work, except that of the 
manager's, is predominantly structured. Employees will 
establish, with time, a routine and they will not be willing 
to make the effort required to learn how to work on the new 
technologies. Moreover, bank employees enjoy an lIopen 
environment", most of them being in continuous contact with 
customers. The use of technologies may deprive them of these 
social contacts to a considerable extent. 
These factors may explain the difference between the 
percentage of banks (66l1) and the percentage of firms 
(2BlI) reporting employees resistance. OA also affects 
delegation of work in banks less than in other sectors, which 
increases managerial work in banks. This may be due to the 
highly . centralized organizations of work in 
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banks. From these negative effects we may deduce that the 
introduction of OA in banks is a delicate undertaking that 
requires more planning than for other types of business. 
Because of the more rigid environment and procedures of 
work, incentives such as promotion or a rise in wages must be 
offered in order to obtain a cooperative employee attitude. 
With respect to the other sectors~ perhaps best eHamplified 
by the insurance company, the choice of specific OA 
technology was mostly influenced by the kind of technologies 
adopted by competitors. 
Incentives and Success of Office ~utom~i1Q~ 
The optimal method for obtaining a cooperative attitude from 
the employees, whether at the time of introduction, 
implementation or subsequent operations, is the use of some 
kind of incantive such as better wages or opportunities for 
job promotion.It is to be noted that out of the nine 
firms that did not ,report employee resistance, only 
I } 
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; three did not offer any kind of incentives. Moreover, two out 
:\ 
i 
of these three are particular cases. One of them is the 
conglomerate whose employees are predominatly university 
graduates with an average age in the late twenties. The 
second case is the trading company with the smallest number 
of employees in the sample 
That incentives are effective even after implementation was 
shown to be true. The only two respondents that registered 
enthusiasm after implementation were the conglomerate and a 
bank that provided its employees wi th continuous 
incentives by including employee performance with the new 
/ technologies in their job evaluation. The other firms, wi th 
the one exception, reported good adaptation by their 
employees to the technologies. This attitude was the result 
of the employees witnessing, with time, an improvement in the 
quality of work and of employee's increasing sense of 
security since no firing or major disruption in work 
occured. 
The only exception that reported employee resistance 
after implementation was a Lebanese bank which is installing 
a new system and has already three main frames, one mini, one 
micro, word processor stations and communicating word 
j 
I , 
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processors. It could be expected that its employees had 
1 , 
,{, 
I 
become accustomed to the use of new technologies, but their 
resistance was due to the fact that they had had to face 
.:; 
interdepartmental shifts and disorganization. These problems 
had led them to react to the point of refusing to work a 
cooperate, and using union bargaining. It may be deduced 
from the results obtained that the presented incentives 
created acceptance and enthusiasm before and after 
implementation is proven. 
A successful implementation will create, with time, a good 
adaptation, while the lack of incentives and a disorganized 
implementation will result in a continual resistance. 
Relationship between Size and Automation 
No r-elationship between size and automation could be detected 
in the results observed The amount of investment in OA 
equipment or the type of the equipment are not related at 
all, either to the size of the capital or the number of 
branches, departments Dr employees. For example, a bank with 
15 million L.L. capital, one branch, eight departments, and 
42 employees is investing 1,500,000 L.L. in OA equipment, 
while another large bank with 100 million L.L. in capital, 25 
branches, 10 departments and 500 employees is 
1 j 
i 
1 
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, 
investing only one million L.L .. A t the same time, a medium-
sized bank with a capital of 50 million is investing more 
. I 
i than the other two banks. It has equipment worth 2,500,000 
LL. This same trend was observed in the business firms 
(Tables 1). 
The only relation observed was between the number of 
employees of an organization and their attitude. The firms 
and banks with a small number of employees experienced less 
resistance to OA than those with a larger number of employees 
since a smaller number of employees create a more released 
and cooperative environment of work. The decision making 
proceedures will involve more or less all levels of 
employees. 
, 
,j 
f 
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Chapter V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter provides a summary of the results of the study, 
and lists briefly some recommendations that may assist in 
avoiding potential problems in introducing OA technologies 
into lebanese firms. The main conclusions of the study are 
asfollows: 
1 • Using the experience of a new bank that began its 
operations by introducing OA technologies it was 
deduced that OA is successful mostly in cases 
similar to this particular bank, several operations 
of the firm are organized with a technology base, 
and their employees are recruited, taking into 
consideration that they would be using these 
technologies. 
2. Of all the types of business represented in the 
study, banks are investing the most in OA equipment 
because they are actually the only "healthy" sector 
in the Lebanese Economy • 
.1 
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3. Lebanese users are still in the infancy stages of 
4. 
the Nolan's evolution curve. They are llndertaking 
mechanization of their tasks, but not automation of 
their offices. 
Education, 
important 
age, and number of employees are very 
factors affecting employee attitude 
toward automation. The more educated and younger 
the employee, the more responsive to automation 
they are likely to be. Also, the fewer the number 
of employees, the easier will 
of automation. 
be the introduction 
5. Incentives, whether in the form of a promotion or 
wage increase, are the most effective way to 
install and develop enthusiastic attitude of 
employees. 
6. Extra skilled personnel is required, although in 
7. 
limited numbers. No mention was made of firing 
employees, and little hiring was carried out as a 
result of the introduction of technologies. 
. The particular environment in banks affects 
employee attitudes against automation, since more 
employee resistance was reported in banks than in 
the other firms surveyed, because of the rigid 
nature of bank's operations. 
/ 
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Turning to recommendations, some factors may assist in 
bringing about employee acceptance and enthusiasm towards 
office automation. They are as follows: 
1. The managers of firms should commit sufficient 
2. 
resources to the success of the system change. 
Included in these resources are the time and funds 
necessary to provide sufficient training for the 
employees affected by the change so that they will 
be familiarized with the new technologies. They 
should also allow the employees time to adapt to 
the new system and procedures, 
instant acceptance. 
and not expect 
Managers should be prepared to encourage and 
welcome feedback ideas, and suggestions of the 
employees affected by the change. Employees are a 
good source of input for they are familiar with the 
old system, and may be able to provide valuable 
input for the system change. 
./ 
/ 
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Employees should be compensated for staying 
additional hours at work or attending 
sessions during the implementation period. 
training 
4. Continuous evaluation and compensation for good 
performance will create enthusiasm. It is very 
important that the possiblity of compensation be 
made clear to the employees from the outset. 
5. The company could acquire new skilled personnel for 
supervising the technical work, retraining its 
existing employees for other kinds of jobs so they 
are not made to feel useless. Investing in old 
and avoiding layoffs would encourage employees, 
loyality, job commitment and yield higher 
productivity. 
/ 
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APPENDIX "Boo 
/ 
TECHNOLOGIES 
SUPPLIERS 
DESK TOP 
CALCULATORS 
CASH 
REGISTERS 
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PHOTOCOPIEf:S ~IOfi1' 
PROCESSORS 
COMPUTER 
SYSmlS 
TELEX 
NACHINES 
TELEm 
COPIER, 
~-----~------------t--------------t------------------- -1--------------------1------------:----------1----------1--------
OLIVETTI x x 
-------------------1--------------1--------------------t--------------------l------------l----------l----------1--------
SHARP lEqlJiFbureau i x x 
-------------------l--------------i--------------------1--------------------1------------1----------1------- ---:--~-----
PHILIPS IPACCI 
-------------------l--------------t--------------------l--------------------l------------l----------j----------1--------
I B H IEL-HACEBI ':{ 
-------------------\--------------\--------------------I--------------------l------------:----------:----------1--------
NCR x 
i-------------------:--------------:--------------------r--------------------:------------:----------:----------1--------
BURF:OUGHS 
--- --- - ------ -- - -- - : - ---- --- ------: -. - - --------- -------: ----- ------ --- ---- -- : ------------ : --- -- ... _-. : -- --- - - -- -1--- -.---
~Ii1tIG ICOMPI.ITELI x 
-------------------:--------------:--------------------i--------------------:------------:----------:----------1--------
LlBATEL 
-------------------:--------------\--------------------1--------------------:------------:----------:----------t--------
MEATAL 
-------------------1--------------1--------------------]--------------------l------------]----------:----------1--------
cn -ALCATEL 
-------------------:--------------J--------------------:--------------------1------------]----------1----------]-------,-
CASIO 
" 
-------------------[--------------l--------------------]--------------------]------------]----------]----------]--------
MHIOLTA 
-------------------l--------------l--------------------l--------------------:------------l----------l----------]--------
ADLER 
/ -------------------]--------------l--------------------l---------------··----]------------l----------i----------1--------
RIeDL! 
-------------------:--------------]--------------------l--------------------l------------l----------l----------1--------
,. 
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This table has been produced by one of hte suppliers since it 
was not possible to do a full market research and go to each 
company. 
1. Unde,r the name of 01 ivetti, in lebanon, are operating 
different companies like Data General and MD. 
* In the Lebanese market the suppliers provide " Computer 
system ll • 
family 
Computel wang install different models of their DIS 
Office Information System). The word 'ISystem" here 
may be misleading. What they offer merely a computer unit 
with many terminals located in different offices. This 
system mainly facilitates communications and its is called an 
on line system because it connects offices. However, given 
the state of the telephone network, reliable communications 
between different areas of the country are difficult. The 
supplier say that these systems are the best they can offer 
under the prevailing circumstances. 
/ 
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APPENprx "8" 
P.s. The frequencies of the answers are listed in the 
ques~ionnaire and are divided according to two types of 
respondents: Banks and non-Banks, eKcept for question 
No. 13. 
/ 
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I'AW!' I 
DIICIIGHOUNIJ OF l'IIR OI!GIItII ZlI'1'IOII 
'l'lonso specify th" type of your orgAnizntion (hank, {uDurance COmpDny, ••• ) 
Size of your or9 n11 lzat10111 
-ClIpi taIo 
-Uulllber of branches, 
-Uumhet' of depnrbnento t 
-Numhor of oml'loyoool 
Whnt <1000 lho O4or<1 Offlc .. lIutomAtion (O,II.).monll lo you? (plonoo oxplnin briofly) 
l'ECIINOI,OGI RS IIVlI} LlIlILB 
/h'hnt. technologies nre nvnilnh.le in your COlnpOIIY, pleaso 
chock or spectfy tho nl'proprlnlo nnswor' 
a-CornpUl:cr Byntemn 
1-lInr<1wnro ofjui"m"nt 
-Ifatllfrnme 
-f.Uul-cOIIJ(lH tet"n 
-tIJero-computers 
-Tormtnnlo 
Numhor 
2-Soflwnr .. app11cal:lon8 1'0rcentogo 
-Tnilor mndo pockngos or progrnmo 
-Standard packages 
t. 
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b-communicntionR 
-numher of telephone lines 
-numher of telephono nota 
-t"i"phon" Aeto with memory an<l proceosors 
-I'd val" telephone n"tworks.-micrownve 
-lin" 
-do.ta communication network Cor compulerot 
c-ooffico "quI pment 
-Typewriters 
-Word processors 
-copiern 
-IlIctnting mllchines 
-FnccolonUo 
-n1crofilms 
-prlvnte .,otwork 
-puhlio network 
d-o.II.l:echnicnl oYAtemo. 
_Teleconferencing (au<lio) 
_CoMnur,lcntltlq word proceoooro 
-Wortl "roceonoro otationo 
-Data networks.-bntcl. "rocoooing 
-on linn 
-tIme shnring 
-<l10tribllto<l procesoing 
-Binctronio mnil 
-Colnputer ~fflce nyotcln9 
-lJntn hano mllilngemont: nyotem 
-Blectronio filing oyoten. 
IJIUVlNO FOIICBG 
What aro the driving forces bohin<l YOllr (0.11.). 
a-Olobnl. 
-Pro(lucti vi ty 
-Bfficlellcy 
-BffectivelloAO 
_CompotitlvellosB 
'-others pleaoo speoify 
b-orgonlzntlollal. 
-llanng"mellt cOlltro1 an<l reoponsihi 11 ty 
-Work distribution 
-Personnel motivation 
-UeceAsity 
-other international brsncheo are doing it 
-other, pleaoe speoify 
BANKS 
9 
10 
6 
5 
9 
6 
3 
1 
NON BANKS 
5 
7 
7 
3 
6 
[I 
2 
1 
/ 
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c-F.collomic 
-I,nbor cootd 
-l'ime nnvillgR 
-Volume of work 
-Otl.ern, pleaoe'opecify 
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Who wnn hehln,\ I:ho docinion to ncquJ.ro 0.II.teohllol09i,,01 
-Chle[ e"ecuHve 
-R!l1' dopnrtmellt 
-lIdmlnlntrativo dep~rtment 
-Pornollunl dnpnrtment: 
-Plnllutng dopnrtmcnt: 
-sy.tems nnd ",etJiodR group 
-othero, plenllB opecify 
SELECTIOIl Clll1'EIIlII 
What criteria did you Une In selecting your O.II.equipment 
-I'rico 
-I'rocennlng and stornge cnpacity 
-lIvnilability of nupport oervicon 
-IlKintollce of tailor mnde/otandnnl pAckngeR 
-Suppliero reputntion 
-compntitoro u9ing Rome hrand 
-nuylng n pnrticuln.r hrnull.for tho compnny'n pront:iqo 
-CholJCI1 by gonorftl.manftgcmant:. ftlld uRed in all branchen 
DENEFll'S JIll!> COS'I'S 
Wwhnt: J n lho npproxJ.lI1nto nlnOUIl\: you hnva invented 
in YO,ur office C(luipmont? 
WhDt,nro tho benofitn provided by 0.11.1 
-lmprovc(l perfornmnco 
-I ncr en ned prodUctivity 
-Improved efficiency 
-Improved effectlveneoo 
-tlaximizotion of your economio benefito 
-Detter orgnnizAtion 
-I'ernonnol motivation 
-"igl. roturn on,your Inveotmont 
BANKS NON BANKS 
8 
7 
1 
7 
6 
1 
2 
I, 
6 
(, 
8 
5 
7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
1 
5 
8 
2 
6 
5 
2 
6 
8 
6 
4 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
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WI.nt prol)trm~ did you faco no a rODult of Introducing o.n.1 
-Unj.lRtlfled huge Inveotmal1t 
-).onnen (lue to Inrge investments 
-Technicn! Infrnnt:.rucl:\1ro (lrohlemn 
-plfClcl1ltleo In dovolopplng al.d implementing 
noCtwnre appllcnHonn 
-rornonnol rooiotnnco 
-courunion 
-organizationAl dloturbnnce 
M'l'LIClIl'lUIlf! 
relovollt 
" 111 what doclolollo alld Cor what {lIl1ctiono are the technologic" 
uoed 
BANKS NON BANKS 
3 3 
/, 
" 
" 
1 
:I 1 
": 2 1 
n -lIccollnl:ll1g 13 9 
h-Flnnnco 7 1 
c-Bnrketlllg 1 3 
d-Prodllction 5 
e-n & (I 
t'-n .. cruillng 
g-Ilntn nnnlyolo 4 
h-othero ploaoo opecify 
For whnt npoclflo l:nnkn nco tho techllologies 
n-Text oditil19 nnd produotion 
h-Beoooge fllillg 
c-Ilntn fllll1g 
d-cnlr.ndor.J.1I9 {mnnng£!lnont: C'81entlnrlng, 
o-Rl:ock control, invoicing 
{-ott,cro please npoclfy 
Who 19 renpon"lble for U.II.1 
uned, 
PLANNING 
-F.IlP d<'pnrtmellt 6 
-ndminlntratlve dpt. 5 
-r.IHl lInors 
-olltoido servlceo 1 
-plallning dpt. 1 
-othero pleaoo opncify 
4 
" 2 2 
9 5 
5 5 
"MANGEM Et-iT IHPLEHEN'tATION 
8 9 
6 2 
6 
2 2 
1 
I. 
·",hllt lire the lev .. l of the Uoer,,, 
-Secreterllli lind clericlII level 
-J,ow level mnnagero 
-Uhldle level mnnngers 
-lIlgh level manngers 
-othero please opecify 
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II! whIch ·departments are o.lI.technologieo used mostly I 
-)lIlP dp\:. 
-l'lnllnlllg dpt. 
-ltnrkeUn9 dpt. 
-Flnnnce dp\:. 
-Accounting dpt. 
-others pleeso specify 
BANKS 
---
8 
7 
8 
7 
13 
5 
3 
8 
Hi 
NON BANKS 
7 
4 
5 
5 
7 
3 
1 
1 
9 
• 
• 
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NIH'j' II 
]:N'I'1l0IJUC'flOlI 1'0 mE SYS1'EH 
Wae ony kinrl of ntudy conductml nmong the employe!!" to 000090 
their opillioll before tho illetallotioll of tho 0.11. t:echnologiee, 
if yee plenso opocify 
"110" ""re the employeen illtroduced to the technologieo in uoel 
• -I,ecturee 011 computers IIlId 0.11. technologies IIlId their 
odvantngen 
-Tho execlltives explailled why they s!''' fit to 1nsto11 the 
neW' technologies 
-1"hey were lIeked to learn to work on thooo technologies 
bccouoe tnnnngement Bnw benefitR .in tho npplicntiol\s 
-UnnAgement promioed thot "he technologieo would improve 
cllr.rer polh alld opportllnities for promotion 
:-othero, pleooo opocify , 
'1'ho n"plicotion of tho 110" oynt"m requiroD t 
.... Uo·nvy training of employeoB, nnd. managers 
-Som~ trnilll.'9 of emplo~eoB ftlld managers 
-Now, nkil1ed peroonnol 
-outside conou1ting help 
-Suppliero' lonuctl technical peroonnel 
-other, 1'1"noo opocify 
/ 
BANKS NON BANKS 
---
7 
7 
4 
3 
3 
7 
I, 
9 
4 
9 
4 
2 
8 
2 
5 
, 
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-, 
EUrl,OYEES l\'I"!'!'l'UIJE 
Whal: wno tho reaction of the peroonnel involved whon 
the technologieo were introduced. 
-Ilcoi n tnn(!o 
~lIcc"pHng it no n higher deoioion onler 
-Enthusiosm becaU08 it will enhance career (tovelopment 
nnd increnOle participotion in deoioion making 
-othero, pleaoe opecify 
If employees !resisred whot form dl.) their reoiotance take 
-Sabotnge like damoging tl.e equipment 
-Refusnl to work 
-llnion bnrgaining 
-Refunnl to cooperate 
-lliding or distorting informotion 
-lIppnrent cooperation but intentionolly delaying ol.d 
presenting poor work 
If employees reoiste(l do you think it was due tOI 
-Ignorance of the now twohl10109100 
-Employees olways resist to change 
-110 one nake,\ them their opinion 
-1'hey Celt thnt teir jobs were threntened 
-1'hey felt that their importance and preot1ge 
threatenetl 
-Others. pLeaoe opecify 
11.0 poraonnol nttitude now io. 
-Rtill resistant 
-Enthusinstio 
-iinil adnpted .1:0 thn oystem 
-Indifferent 
-othero, please spocify 
were 
The ",nnagemenl: gave incentives to learn to work on the 
lleW technologieo auch ao. 
-Promotion 
-Iletter W6g0S 
-To koep the pooition they aro in 
-llothing 
-JO}' evaluation 
-others pleose specify 
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1'IIE CONSEQUEIlCES 
BANKS 
What happened 1:0 tho number of peroonnel in the departmento 
that are 1I0ing lhe lIew technologieo 
-'lore "mployeea were hired to cope wIth the growIng volume 
of work 
-1'he number of employeeo were reduced becauoe of inCl;eaoed 
productivity 
-1'he number of employeeo nlready exioting became too much 
00 oome of them were ohifted to othero departmento 
-No chongo occuro(t 
-otllero, pleaoe opecify 
What were the chAngeo in the :)obo nfter 0.1\.1 
.-Employooo were Boolglled 8 qrenter .lumber of aooigllmellts in 
, tho SOIllO f laid 
-Paper work por employee wss reduced and employooo wore 
oBsi9ned olher jobs 
-lJew jobs wore created 
-'110 thIng changed 
-other chnngElo, plenoe specify 
1\fte.- tho Inst.nllation of the new technologies employees 
were required to work fori 
-t1oro tJIlI9 
-'1'he s"mo time 
-1.OBn time 
-othor, pleaoe opecify 
lIow did O.1\.affect the work nnd nttltudeol 
-Shorter time 
-lJetter work 
-tiore commitme)lt 
-nigher job nntiofnctlon 
-LOBS work ftlieltation'" 
-Jletter"cnreer deve10pmellt 
-otller. plenoe opecify 
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'mE cONSEqUElICES liT TilE tllIlIlIGEIUIIL I,EVEL 
.00 mAllagern feel thaI: O.II.gavn them. 
-tlore cOlltrol nillce ell relmrl:o arn morn 
flow of tllf'DnnnHolI io hett"r r"9111nt"d 
-~lore work to do oillce they hnve to read 
repo.rt!l 
-liothillg chAlIged 
-other, pleshe opecify 
BANKS 
cleor alld tho 7 
all killdo of 3 
Uo mAnngoro teel that nlnen thoir nllbor<llllntoo ore fr"o of 
pnper work I:hey call dol090lo oomo of lhe more imporlallt 
work to them. 
-110 
-Yen 
8 
6 
1'ho communications between mnnogrers and their subordinates 
worA. 
-iH~(lucc(l hecnune of t:.he olnri ty of work 
-lncrenned becnuoo of the delegation of work 
-1I01:hl"9 chnnged 
-CooonUllicntiollo took oliler formo, pleDse specify' 
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